Fj cruiser cargurus

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I had a wonderful
experience with the dealer. I bought the car they delivered it to me, the car was spotless. They
were extremely helpful. Roger from Covert made the buying process smooth and easy. I was
able to schedule a test drive one evening and he negotiated with me the following week over
text and set up all the paperwork. All I had to do was sign and was in and out in 15 minutes.
Very patient! Although this car got sold before I could buy it, they were professional enough to
give me a courtesy call telling me and also sending me their inventory to view other cars. Will
definitely work with them at another time Lord willing. I was very pleased with my experience
with Dayton Andrews dealership. Fair price for my new vehicle and for my trade in. I asked if
they could get it me shipping information on this car, sales person said will get back. I'm still
waiting, car is being sold. Dealer contacted me right a way with all the details about the vehicle
which was very helpful. Asked about vehicle and dealer couldn't give any information. Took
vehicle to AutoZone to get checked out and the vehicle needed major servicing that would cost
thousands of dollars!!! The car was described as showroom clean. Car had scratches down
both sides and front end looked as if it was in an accident of some sort. Was very happy with
my experience at crown motors. The sales people were very nice and helpful. Round
recommend them highly! Quick response. Have not talked with them at this time. Treated very
well from the time I walked into the store until I drove off with my new car. Thought it was so
nice to have a picture taken of me with a beautiful Christmas bow on my car. Great experience!
Lowe worked with me until they found everything I wanted for a great price! As we walked back
to the showroom he seemed to be in a hurry to get back to his day and basically left us in the
parking lot. I will not be going here again. My salesperson was inappropriate and never
responded to me when I asked about a timeline for receiving my new plates. He told us the tires
were like new, he said they must have been replaced. Lie number 2 was that any key will work,
this car needs the transponder key according to Nissan and they are not inexpensive. They
were up front an honest about vehicle I inquired about. Welcomed me in to see the vehicle.
Would bit recommend looked at a fj had a lot wrong with it. They would not even consider
coming down on the price and it was way over priced. Another one there i looked they couldn't
find the keys. My experience their vehicles are over priced and they are unwilling to budge or
even discuss budging on price. The dealer was sensitive, informative and helpful. They were not
pushy, or nasty at all. We were very pleased with there service. Very helpful in finding the right
car for myself. Accommodating in all areas. Would rate the dealership 5. Mark gave me a call
several times checking to see if he could answer any questions. Excellent service! Didn't
respond to my initial message but did respond to my follow-up about financing. Not the answer
I wanted to hear, but they were fast that second time. It generated so much excitement during
the auto show season that Toyota put it into production and began selling the FJ Cruiser in as a
model. Retro elements on the FJ Cruiser include the front fascia which include the word
"Toyota" spelled out instead of the usual logo and rear wrap around windows. It also sports a
white roof and color-keyed interior features. The FJ Cruiser is marketed to a younger buyer, but
it is too soon to say if they have taken the bait. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller:
Jason. Yuma, AZ Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Toyota Dealer. CarGurus User.
Image Not Available. Read more. Top notch vehicle to real off roaders. If taken care of, these
climbers only appreciate in value. However, if interested, make your selections and purchase
ASAP! Getting harder and harder to find. In love with my purchase. I owned one and sadly sold
it. This is a great vehicle on and off the road. Surprisingly comfortable ride for a vehicle like
this! Why Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in Chicago IL. Toyota
dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota
dealers in Miami FL. Toyota dealers in New York NY. Toyota dealers in Philadelphia PA. Toyota
dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. The Dealership responded back in a fairly quick time and let me know the Jeep had already
been sold. They also informed me that they had some Jeeps on their used car lot. I received a
call and scheduled an appointment. I then went to the dealership only to be told the above
vehicle was loaned out Initial contact was positive. I asked for some additional pictures and
information about this vehicle - no response from my request. Needless to say, I did not drive 8

hours to look at this truck. Friendly and helpful staff I requested extra pictures of vehicle
components and received in no time. Dod not purchase because financial issues but I will
consider if situation was different. Had a very nice experience with Sunny - super informative
and helpful. The van was in great condition and it was definitely on our list to make a decision
on. Dealer, during pandemic, wouldn't quote details of a deal unless I emailed them all kinds of
personal info. I heard this "I need to talk to my sales manager" before and have never
purchased from a dealer who pulled this trick. I was just looking for a fun second vehicle. They
were very quick to respond. They send information out as requested. They also explained that
the Jeep was sold. Very professional the total process took less then 30 minutes in total. We
paid cash for a car my daughter loves the car. Our salesman was awesome very friendly staff.
Had to give a star for the input, but WOW! It had a nice dent in the front quarter, the captain
arms on the second-row seats were broken, and the battery was dead. When Sandi came back
with the keys, she told me this was a not a I called to ask about the Mazda CX-5 since I live a
pretty good distance from the dealership and the gentleman that answered the phone told me
that they had customers in the store they were dealing with at the time. He basically cut me off
to the point I finally hung up. I love the customer service that they have, I sent them a message
and within minutes I received a call and my husband and I were able to go the very next day. We
test drove the car and bought it right there and then. Great experience, thank you so much JC
and Nina for all your help. The dealership responded quickly. My salesperson Chris T was
awesome. He went above and beyond. The signing of paperwork was quick and painless. The
dealership itself was nice inside and out. The general manager that helped us was also great.
Unfortunately the car had sold but they did everything they could to try and help me find
another vehicle in that price range and work something out. They have contacted me and let me
know that they are keeping an eye out for a similar vehicle for me. Very good and kind people.
Very respectable. There was a vehicle listed with Dealer that did not include a photo. I contacted
dealer about the condition of vehicle. The Dealer indicated that vehicle was no longer available
and that it was being sent to auction. It generated so much excitement during the auto show
season that Toyota put it into production and began selling the FJ Cruiser in as a model. Retro
elements on the FJ Cruiser include the front fascia which include the word "Toyota" spelled out
instead of the usual logo and rear wrap around windows. It also sports a white roof and
color-keyed interior features. The FJ Cruiser is marketed to a younger buyer, but it is too soon
to say if they have taken the bait. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Toyota FJ Cruiser. Email me price drops and new listings
for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Read more. Rick
Hendrick Toyota Sandy Springs. AutoNation Toyota Mall of Georgia. Top notch vehicle to real
off roaders. If taken care of, these climbers only appreciate in value. However, if interested,
make your selections and purchase ASAP! Getting harder and harder to find. In love with my
purchase. I owned one and sadly sold it. This is a great vehicle on and off the road. Surprisingly
comfortable ride for a vehicle like this! Why Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA.
Toyota dealers in Lawrenceville GA. Toyota dealers in Covington GA. Toyota dealers in Canton
GA. Toyota dealers in Carrollton GA. Toyota dealers in Gainesville GA. Toyota dealers in Rome
GA. Toyota dealers in Athens GA. Toyota dealers in Lagrange GA. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Evan contacted me right away and answered all my
questions. I should have taken the deal because the car was sold by the time I called back.
Luckily Evan was able to help me look for another car which fulfilled my criterias. I highly
recommend Fast Turtle Motors to those who are looking for a good deal for quality car. Took
them 3 days to respond. I live 6 hours away. Once they knew I was almost in the bag they added
3k to the price claiming it was some theft system that was already in the van and is their only
profit off vehicle. Even if true that is bad business. Will never look at this dealer and tell my
friends stay away. Great experience with Autobakers! They took great care of me and I drove
away with my new car! Definitely an experience but I would recommend looking at their
inventory as this one was a diamond in the rough with very competitive pricing. Lock of
communication. Too many people emailing you and no answers or any idea towards your loan
application. Terrible service. The salesman was great at letting my test drive the vehicles.
However, when I contacted them inquiring about the accident reported on the vehicle, they

never responded. And I tried contacting both salesman and the manager. This dealership is a
red flag to me. I would think twice before purchasing a car from here. Very helpful, upfront an
honest, easy to deal with and talked through the entire process. Great service Thank you. Great
experience overall! It was my first time buying a car and unfortunately had to do it by myself I
had some help from friends explaining to me the way it all works but the guys here helped me
out the most working a deal with me. Shawn was a huge help for me understanding how
everything was going to go down and was very professional about everything! They Advertise
low prices. When you get there the price is a lot higher. They want to charge you extra fees one
of them is a two thousand dollar car alarm system. I would stay away go somewhere else. You
can really tell that Gor is all about integrity, not about pushing a sale to make a buck. So if
you're looking for a super nice, no pressure, helpful guy to give you honest answers to all your
questions- this is the place. He tells you the honest truth about the car. I highly recommend
buying a certified used car from him. I was left to walk the lot without any assistance. Van is
over priced and then they have addons price comes to about more than high blue book they say
they do not negotiate. Text back and forth didn't seem to enthusiastic about helping me. Ask to
run my credit. Next day took two texts to get them to answer. Then they came back and said oh
sorry the truck you were interested in was being test drove and I wanted to make sure they
didn't buy it but they did. Oops I will take my large down payment, which I told her was 5k but
didn't tell her I was willing to go to 10k, somewhere else. Even though I decided not to buy a
second at this time. Sergio was very professional. I am just not ready. Thank you. I had a great
experience buying my car i will recomended them to my friends and familly. The manager
Johnie was very helpful and a man of his word with regard to my deposit. Really like talking with
this dealership very helpful considering go down and buy a car from them. Great customer
service. Fast process and got the car that we were interested in. Our sales person, Mark was
friendly and very helpful. Would highly recommend CarFam. I have nothing but good to say
about Ryan and North Bay Motors, a genuinely pleasant buying experience. Ryan is a truly
courteous and reputable man, I immediately felt as if I was dealing with a friend. If you find when
searching for your next car that Ryan has that model on his lot, do yourself an enormous favor
and go to him first. At first I thought this was a strange color. After talking with the sales people
I realized so much more about the brand and model types. This really helped me narrow my
choices. It generated so much excitement during the auto show season that Toyota put it into
production and began selling the FJ Cruiser in as a model. Retro elements on the FJ Cruiser
include the front fascia which include the word "Toyota" spelled out instead of the usual logo
and rear wrap around windows. It also sports a white roof and color-keyed interior features. The
FJ Cruiser is marketed to a younger buyer, but it is too soon to say if they have taken the bait.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Toyota FJ Cruiser. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Toyota Pasadena Pasadena, CA Private Seller: R.
CarGurus Pay. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Read more. Northridge Toyota. Toyota of Orange. Top
notch vehicle to real off roaders. If taken care of, these climbers only appreciate in value.
However, if interested, make your selections and purchase ASAP! Getting harder and harder to
find. In love with my purchase. I owned one and sadly sold it. This is a great vehicle on and off
the road. Surprisingly comfortable ride for a vehicle like this! Why Use CarGurus? Toyota
dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Pomona CA. Toyota dealers in Malibu CA. Toyota
dealers in Santa Clarita CA. Toyota dealers in Irvine CA. Toyota dealers in Lancaster CA. Toyota
dealers in San Bernardino CA. Toyota dealers in Victorville CA. Toyota dealers in Ventura CA.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I asked if they could get it
me shipping information on this car, sales person said will get back. I'm still waiting, car is
being sold. Dealer contacted me right a way with all the details about the vehicle which was very
helpful. Asked about vehicle and dealer couldn't give any information. Took vehicle to AutoZone
to get checked out and the vehicle needed major servicing that would cost thousands of
dollars!!! The car was described as showroom clean. Car had scratches down both sides and
front end looked as if it was in an accident of some sort. Was very happy with my experience at
crown motors. The sales people were very nice and helpful. Round recommend them highly!
Quick response. Have not talked with them at this time. As we walked back to the showroom he

seemed to be in a hurry to get back to his day and basically left us in the parking lot. I will not
be going here again. My salesperson was inappropriate and never responded to me when I
asked about a timeline for receiving my new plates. He told us the tires were like new, he said
they must have been replaced. Lie number 2 was that any key will work, this car needs the
transponder key according to Nissan and they are not inexpensive. They were up front an
honest about vehicle I inquired about. Welcomed me in to see the vehicle. Would bit
recommend looked at a fj had a lot wrong with it. They would not even consider coming down
on the price and it was way over priced. Another one there i looked they couldn't find the keys.
My experience their vehicles are over priced and they are unwilling to budge or even discuss
budging on price. The dealer was sensitive, informative and helpful. They were not pushy, or
nasty at all. We were very pleased with there service. Very helpful in finding the right car for
myself. Accommodating in all areas. Would rate the dealership 5. Didn't respond to my initial
message but did respond to my follow-up about financing. Not the answer I wanted to hear, but
they were fast that second time. Very good experience. Truck was exactly as advertised.
Cameron and Mike were very helpful and great guys to work with. Thank you both. Called and
had set up a visit to his place of business to view car. We test drove. Worked on a price. No
pressure. Very friendly and helpful. We made a deal. Happy so far Jeff quickly responds and
makes a great no pressure deal with you. It was a great experience and I have great car
including a 30 day mile warranty for peace of mind! The dealer was reachable and
communicated with me daily. However the car was in the shop for 3 days from the time i
inquired. This delayed the facetime inspection, which delayed my buying , which resulted in me
looking elsewhere. Raja was very helpful. I have been out of the loop for a while as far as,
dealership goes, he made the Experience worthwhile!! Yes the dealer did contact me regarding
availability. The dealer operates with no pressure sales and will work with you to resolve any
issues within reason. The dealer also operates with old school culture and is much appreciated.
The vehicle needed some touch up paint but I new that since I save thousands by doing it
myself. The Toyota FJ Cruiser is available in automatic and six-speed manual. The automatic
comes in both a two-wheel drive version and a 4x4, while the manual comes in the 4x4. The
Toyota FJ Cruiser immediately grabs attention with its round, retro headlights, contrasting roof
and wrap-around rear windows. Although it hasn't been out long enough to see if it lives up to
Toyota's reputation for reliability, users report that the FJ Cruiser feels solid and sturdy, and
drives comparably with the 4Runner. The FJ Cruiser's interior is described as "industrial,"
which features like rubber mats instead of rugs. One quirky feature is the center console, which
in some packages comes with accents that match the exterior color. Drivers complain that the
FJ Cruiser's visibility is very limited, especially towards the side and rear, although extra-large
side mirrors pick up the slack somewhat. Another issue is the small backseat, which is difficult
to
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climb into despite the suicide-style doors. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Authorized Toyota
Dealer. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Private Seller: Jaime. Oceanside, CA Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

